
machine quilting supply list  Smith-Owen  

 

 

The main thing you will need for this class is   a machine in great working order with FEED 

DOGS THAT WILL GO DOWN, AND A FREE MOTION FOOT.  The free motion foot 

may also be called a darning foot.  If you want to try your walking foot, bring it along.  If you 

do not have a walking foot, you can just use your free motion foot and doodle the whole 

time.  I usually use my walking foot to put on bindings.  Free motion is much more fun to do, 

anyway.  Do not assume your machine comes with a free motion foot…be sure to check.  It 

can be purchased at a sewing machine store…generic ones are available for most machines 

and Smith-Owen has many in stock-call to check for your brand. 

 

Bring some muslin about 18” square and batting about the same size.  We will need to make 

about  5-10  “sandwiches”  for practicing.  The number depends upon how fast you work and 

how many things you want to try.  Leftovers will be good for practice at home!! NOTE...if     

you want,  you can bring  all dark colors for quilting instead of muslin...it is very striking and 

fun to stitch on!  You may also use any old fabric you want to get rid of for the backing.  A 

quilt sandwich is a piece of  batt about 18”  square with fabric on each side of the batt.    You 

will not need to do any pinning or spray basting for our small "sandwiches"....but we can use 

the spray for my system of marking. The muslin can be a tiny bit smaller than the batt, or the 

same size… I will not check!  That means about twice as many pieces of fabric as batting. 

 

THREAD….bring a dark color which will show up well on your muslin, and some metallics 

or rayons if you have them to try some fun stuff.  I use METALLIC needles all the time,   

size 90/14, they help for special threads so the thread does not break so readily.  I use 

Schmetz brand needles. 

NOTE....I will bring some special threads you may borrow to see how they work for you. 

 

A sketch book and fine line marker are helpful to practice, and any designs you may want to 

try can also be brought.  This is a very easy class, no stress, and suitable for all levels. 

Don’t forget to bring a sense of humor and spirit of adventure.  If you have any questions, 

call me at     360.403.4868         or email me at   wildirishrows@yahoo.com      

 

IF YOU WANT TO TRY THREAD PAINTING AS WELL…BRING A VARIETY OF 

BEAUTIFUL VARIEGATED, METALLIC, RAYON, OR OTHER FUN THREADS.  WE 

WILL PAINT SOME PICTURES WITH OUR THREAD.    

 

ALSO FOR THIS, A DARK BLACK, NAVY BLUE, OR MAROON FABRIC COLOR 

LOOKS REALLY SMASHING.  Bring about 1 yard of fabric, with enough backing and batt 

to go with your top fabric.  You can cut this large piece into smaller ones....or just keep it 

larger and play with lots of designs and funky thread! 

 

ANOTHER THOUGHT....IF ANY OF YOU WANT TO TRY FREE MOTION ON YOUR 

FEATHERWEIGHT,   I WILL SHOW YOU HOW.  YOU  MAY  NEED TO PURCHASE 

THE FREE MOTION FOOT.    call for more info on that.  360-403-4868 


